
ACCOMMODATION OFFER 
 

The SACU of the University of Sevilla offers a service for students to look for an accommodation, in our website 

you can get a list of flats that are available in Sevilla right now. To access to this list, first you have to enter in our 

website: http://sacu.us.es/busca-piso 

Once you are in the website, you have to choose the neighbourhood of Sevilla where you want to live. You'll see 

the list of neighbourhoods in Sevilla, and you have to click in the ones that you're interested in. 

 

 

 

In the University of Sevilla there are a lot of campus, and each of them are in one area of Sevilla. Here you can 

have a map with the areas where the faculties are: 

http://sacu.us.es/sites/default/files/servicios/sevillaestucampus.pdf 

 

If you want to live close to your faculty, we recommend to look for apartments in the following neighbourhoods: 

 

 

CAMPUS RAMÓN Y CAJAL 

If you are in this campus, you can look for a flat in: 

 CENTRO 

 GRAN PLAZA, JUNCAL Y TIRO DE LÍNEA 

 NERVION 

 PRADO Y FELIPE II 

 

  

http://sacu.us.es/busca-piso
http://sacu.us.es/sites/default/files/servicios/sevillaestucampus.pdf


 

 

 

FÁBRICA DE TABACOS 

If you are studying in this campus, you are going to be in the 

historical center of Sevilla, so you can look for a flat in this 

area: 

 CENTRO 

However, the city center is very big, and if you are going to live 

in the north of the city centre you're going to be far away to 

your faculty. Because of that, we recommend to check the street 

of the flat, and the distance to the faculty. 

Anyway, you can go also to: 

 LOS REMEDIOS 

 PRADO Y FELIPE II 

Those neighbourhoods are very close to the city centre and are 

cheaper, you have to walk just a little. 

 

 

 

REINA MERCEDES 

If you want to live near of this campus, you have to click in: 

 REINA MERCEDES 

 LOS BERMEJALES 

You have also the option of going to the “Felipe II” 

neighbourhood, also called “El Porvenir” which is a zone that is 

between the center and Reina Mercedes: 

 PRADO Y FELIPE II 

 

 

 

CAMPUS LA CARTUJA, CAMPUS MACARENA 

There are no appartments close to the campus “la cartuja”, so 

you should look for an apartment on the other side of the river. 

So, maybe the best option is to find an apartment in the 

“Macarena” neighbourhood, very close to the city center, so 

you have to click in: 

 ALAMEDA, MACARENA Y LEON XIII 

 CENTRO 

 

  



Anyway if you want to live in other zones away from your faculty (for example, to live in the 

historical center when you're studying in Reina Mercedes), you can check the busses lines, in this 

link: http://www.tussam.es/index.php?id=3 (click on “versión descargable plano de la red de líneas 

de tussam” to download it). Here you can check the differents bus lines avaibles, so you can plan 

better where to live.. 

 

Once you have chosen the area where you want to look for an accommodation, you have to choose 

the type of accommodation. We recommend you to choose “Piso completo” (full apartment) and/or 

“piso a compartir” (shared flat). You can also choose if you want to go to a shared flat with just girls 

(solo chicas) or just guys (solo chicos). 

 

If you choose “piso completo” (full apartment) the price that will appear will be the price for the full 

apartment (for example, if the price of the flat is 800 euros and have 4 bedrooms, each student will 

pay 200 euros). If you are comming in groups you can choose this option. If not, you can also ask the 

landlord if is possible to rent singles rooms, sometimes it's possible. 

Once you have chosen the area and the type of accommodation, click on “enviar” to see the different 

options that you have: 

 

 

 

So, now you can see a list of different apartments, and the price for the full apartment (in the column 

“piso completo”) and the price for a single room (in the column “piso compartido”). Remember that 

to see the price per student in a “piso completo” you have to divide the price between the number of 

bedrooms. 

In the next image you have an example of the information provided about one apartment: 

http://www.tussam.es/index.php?id=3


 

Here you can see some important information: 

 “CALLE”: The name of the street (because of privacy reasons, we don't provide the number 

of the flat, so you should ask directly the propietary for this information). 

 PISO COMPLETO / PISO COMPARTIDO: Price for the full apartment / bedroom. 

 NÚMERO TOTAL DE HABITACIONES: Number of bedrooms 

 INDIVIDUALES: Number of single rooms 

 DOBLES: Number of double rooms (a bedroom with two beds, for two students) 

 NÚMERO TOTAL DE PLAZAS/CAMAS: Number of beds. 

 NÚMERO DE CUARTOS DE BAÑO: Number of bathrooms. 

 

 

 

Also you 

have 

information about if the apartment have a fridge (frigorífico), washing machine (lavadora) or air 

conditioner (aire acondicionado). 



In “Datos de contacto”, you have information to contact the owner: 

 NOMBRE: Name of the landlord 

 TELÉFONOS: Phone number 

 CORREO ELECTRÓNICO: e-mail address. 

 HORAS DE CONTACTO: contact hours (when the landlord recommends to be called by 

telephone) 

 OBSERVACIONES: other information. 

 

Now you can contact the landlords and ask them to visit the flat. If you don't know Spanish and you 

cannot have a phone conversation with the landlord to make an appointment, we can help you 

personally in the SACU office, from 10:00h to 14:00h, in this address: 

 

SERVICIO DE ASISTENCIA A LA COMUNIDAD UNIVERSITARIA (SACU) 

Pabellón de Uruguay, Avda. de Chile s/n 

41013 - SEVILLA 

 

 

 

If you come to our office, remember to bring with you a list with the apartments that you are interested 

in, so we can help you calling the landlord to make an appointment. 

 

 

NOTE: remember that the information provided in this document are only recommendations, you are 

free to choose your apartment in the area that you prefer, it doesn't matter where your faculty is. 

We inform you also that in Sevilla we have the “Sevici” service, so you can use the bicycles to get to 

the faculty, or even to go out at nights in the city center. Is a good way to transport in Sevilla if you're 

not close to the different places. The price of this service is between 33 and 39 euros per year1, here 

you can find information about it: http://www.sevici.es/ 

 

                                                 
1If you use the bicycle for less than 30 minutes per trip, the price of the trip is included in the yearly subscription. If not, 

you have to pay extra money. For more information, please enter in https://abo-seville.cyclocity.fr/Abonate 

http://www.sevici.es/
https://abo-seville.cyclocity.fr/Abonate

